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1.) The price of space travel is still ---- high for 
most people, but there are some ---- cheaper 
alternatives. 

A) too / much     B) so / more      C) more / such 
D) as / even       E) most / many 
 
2.) Julius Caesar expected to rule for life, ---- he 
was assassinated by conspirators on 15 March 
in the year 44 B.C. 

A. although    B. if      C. because   D. but    E. as 
 
3.) Jane is a wonderful person, but ---- I 
am with her I feel useless and pathetic. 

A.whenever B even so C. so that 
D. however  E. the sooner 
 
4.) "Hacking" is unauthorized access to a 
computer, ---- for fun or for harmful or fraudulent 
purposes. 

A. since B. both C. more D. whether 
E. such 
 
5.) Next generation space suits will be 
---- less rigid ---- those now in use. 

A. too/with    B. neither/nor         C. as/as  
 D. so/toE. much /than 
 
6.)  I've promised to help my mother on 
Tuesday; can't we visit Jane ---- day? 

A. each B  any C. other D. another 
E. some 
 
7. ) Children who look away ----thinking 
about questions are more likely to get 
the answers right than those who don't. 

A. unless B. because C. whether 
D. while E. as 
 
8.) Archaeological excavations indicate 
----Central Turkey has been 
continuously settled since the earliest 
times. 

A. in case             B. if     C. so that    
D. even though    E. that 
 
9.) The two men walked back to the 
village together, but ----of them spoke. 

A. any B. either C. some D. neither 
E. the other 
 
10.) At the equator, plants grow faster and 
bigger than----else on Earth. 

A. somewhere B. anywhere C. where  
D. wherever E. Everywhere 
 
11.)  The Namit Desert in Angola is ---- 
desert in the world. 

A. the old B. as old as C. oldest 
D. older E. the oldest 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
12.) ---- Charles Dickens himself had a very hard 
childhood, he found it possible to write novels 
which contain humour and have happy endings. 
 

A) If                   B) Before           C) When  
D) Although      E) Unless 
 
 
13.)Thanks to the popularity of nature 
documentaries on television, most people know 
that many animals migrate from one place to 
another ---- the seasons change. 

A) so that       B) even though     C) in case  
D) whether     E) as 
 
43.) The cost of everything from metals and 
minerals to commodities ---- sugar ---- petrol, 
went up dramatically in the first half of 2006. 

A) both / and         B) such as / and 
C) apart from / than  D) more / than 
E) not only / but also        
 
15.) Tony Miller has written ---- successful film 
music, but he is widely known ---- the keyboard 
player and composer for his rock group. 

A) such / like             B) more / that 
C) the more / by        D) much / as 
E) many / enough 
 
16.) No one understands better ---- the great 
composers ---- it is important to know your 
audience. 

A) just as / that         B) like / so that 
C) both / while          D) not only / as 
E) than / that 
 
17.) ---- we live and grow, we learn the culture of 
the society in which we live. 

 A) As                B) Since       C) Even though 
 D) When          E) Whereas 
 
18.) Life originated in the sea and evolved there 
for almost 3 billion years ---- plants and animals 
began moving onto the land. 

A) because              B) even if        C) before  
D) but                      E) as if 
 
19.) ---- ancient Greeks were ---- first people to 
use mosaics on a large scale in their palaces. 

A) All / all                  B) The / the 
C) Many / almost      D) Various / quite 
E) Most / each 
 
20.) Roughly 100,000 years ago, during the last 
ice age, wolves migrated from Eurasia to the 
highlands of ---- is now Ethiopia. 

A) that         B) where     C) what    D) which   E) who 
 
21.) No one knows for certain whether or not 
people today lie ---- they did in the past. 

A) so that           B) so far as        C) as long as  
D) for so long    E) more than 
 
 



 

 

22.) Writing a political essay is not merely about 
writing one’s own opinion; ----, it requires a 
talent for analytical thinking and an ability to 
simplify complex concepts. 

A) finally B) however C) consequently 
D) nevertheless E) in fact 
 
23.) Aristotle studied many subjects, ---- he was 
mostly interested in science, especially biology, 
zoology and astronomy. 

A) as if B) since C) but 
D) if E) unless 
 
24.) There are several types of acquired dyslexia 
(a language disorder), ---- adults find themselves 
unable to read or find difficulty with certain 
types of words as a result of brain damage. 

A) that B) in which C) wherever 
D) what E) whenever 
 
25.) People in England have been writing books 
about Turkey at least since the 15th century; but 
---- were written in the 19th century. 

A) the few B) the least C) the best  
D) fewest E) best 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         
 
 
 
 

 CEVAP ANAHTARI 
              1. A      
              2. E  
              3. A  
              4. D 
              5. E  
              6. D 
              7. D  
              8. E  
              9. D 
             10. B  
             11. E 
             12. D  
             13. E  
             14. B 
             15. D  
             16. E 
             17. A 
             18. C 
             19. B 
             20. C 
             21. E 
             22. E 
             23. C 
             24. B 
             25. C 
      
 
 

 

          


